The disclosure provides a method for performing a communication transfer service for an access gateway control function user, comprising: after the AGCF user accesses to a public Switched Telephone Network/Integrated Services Digital Network Emulation Subsystem (PSTN/ISDN Emulation Subsystem (PES)), performing the communication transfer service for the AGCF user, by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between an AGCF and an application server (AS) and by applying an AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users. The disclosure also provides a system for performing a communication transfer service for an access gateway control function user, comprising: a communication transfer unit configured to perform the communication transfer service for the user belonging to the AGCF by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between the AGCF and an application server (AS) and by applying an AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users. The communication transfer service for a user belonging to the AGCF can be performed by using the method and the system of the disclosure.
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The following are a flow of the conversation between B and C and a call releasing flow, which are omitted
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PERFORMING COMMUNICATION TRANSFER SERVICE FOR ACCESS GATEWAY CONTROL FUNCTION USER

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The disclosure relates to the communication field, and in particular to a method and system for performing a communication transfer service for an access gateway control function (AGCF) user in a Public Switched Telephone Network/Integrated Services Digital Network Emulation Subsystem (PSTN/ISDN Emulation Subsystem (PES)), performing the communication transfer service for the AGCF user, by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between an AGCF and an application server (AS) and by applying an AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

[0002] The present disclosure relates to a method and system for performing a communication transfer service for an access gateway control function (AGCF) user in a Public Switched Telephone Network/Integrated Services Digital Network Emulation Subsystem (PSTN/ISDN Emulation Subsystem (PES)), performing the communication transfer service for the AGCF user, by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between an AGCF and an application server (AS) and by applying an AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] As an Internet Protocol (IP) based network architecture proposed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), the IP Multimedia Core Network Subsystem (IMS) establishes an open and flexible service environment, supports multimedia applications, and provides rich multimedia services for the users. A PES is an IP based network architecture for accessing traditional terminals to an IMS network is proposed by Telecommunications and Internet Converged Services and Protocols for Advanced Networking (TISPAN).

[0003] In the prior art, there have been communication transfer services for session initial protocol (SIP) terminals implemented in the IMS architecture, including blind communication transfer and inquiry communication transfer, where some manufacturers utilize this technology to perform blind communication transfer and inquiry communication transfer for traditional H248 terminals in the AGCF, in order to reduce the communication transfer service for the traditional H248 terminals with the above two services. However, the problems with the prior art lie in that: both services of blind communication transfer and inquiry communication transfer have to be registered for a user; a user has to select using blind communication transfer or inquiry communication transfer before a communication transfer is performed, which means that the selection is unchangeable once being made; user experiences are also different, for example, a service user will not hear a ring-back tone after initiating a communication transfer, and for blind communication transfer, the same problem exists. Moreover, the AGCF users, tight coupling has not been implemented yet.

[0004] ETSI 183 043 has been proposed to solve the above problems; however, the existing ETSI 183 043 just describes two implementation methods, i.e., loose coupling and tight coupling, for traditional services for H248 users, such as services of three-party calling and call waiting, and the appendix of ETSI 183 043 also describes related flows. Currently, there is no specification regarding how to perform the communication transfer service for a user belonging to the AGCF, nor any description of related technologies.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] In view of the above, the main objective of the disclosure is to provide a method and system for performing a communication transfer service for an AGCF user.

[0006] In order to achieve the above objective, the technical solutions of the disclosure are provided as follows.

[0007] A method of performing a communication transfer service for an access gateway control function (AGCF) user, comprises: after the AGCF user accesses to a public Switched Telephone Network/Integrated Services Digital Network Emulation Subsystem (PSTN/ISDN Emulation Subsystem (PES)), performing the communication transfer service for the AGCF user, by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between an AGCF and an application server (AS) and by applying an AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

[0008] The method for performing the communication transfer service by applying the tight coupling mode and by applying the AS main control mode may comprise:

[0009] after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the tight coupling mode; and

[0010] the AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users, who perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and a conversation between each other.

[0011] Wherein the AGCF user may include a user A, the non-AGCF users may include a user B and a user C, in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the triggering the communication transfer service may further comprises:

[0012] the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively;

[0013] after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed;

[0014] or, the AGCF user may include a user A, the non-AGCF users may include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

[0015] after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases the terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively;

[0016] the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C;
the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

[0017] Wherein the performing the communication transfer service by applying the tight coupling mode and by applying the end to end control mode may comprise:

[0018] after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the tight coupling mode; and

[0019] the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending calling changing request messages to the non-AGCF users, who perform a media negotiation in the end to end control mode and a conversation between each other.

[0020] Wherein the AGCF user may include a user A, the non-AGCF users may include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service may further comprise:

[0021] after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and

[0022] the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user B sends a session inviting message to the AS; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

[0023] or, the AGCF user may include a user A, the non-AGCF users may include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service may further comprise:

[0024] the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and

[0025] after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user B sends a session inviting message to the AS; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

[0026] Wherein the performing the communication transfer service by applying the loose coupling mode and applying the AS main control mode may comprise:

[0027] after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the loose coupling mode, by sending a call changing request message to the AS; and

[0028] the AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users, who perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and a conversation between each other.

[0029] Wherein the AGCF user may include a user A, the non-AGCF users may include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service may further comprise:

[0030] after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message is to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call changing success message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AGCF for the call between the user A and the user C; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user B; and

[0031] the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed;

[0032] or, the AGCF user may include a user A, the non-AGCF users may include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service may further comprise:

[0033] the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases the terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing request reception message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call changing success message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AGCF for the call between the user A and the user C; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user C;

[0034] after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.
[0035] When the performing the communication transfer service by applying the loose coupling mode and applying the end to end mode may comprise:

[0036] after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the loose coupling mode, by sending a call changing request message to the AS; and

[0037] the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users, who perform a media negotiation in the end to end control mode and a conversation between each other.

[0038] Wherein the AGCF user may include a user A, the non-AGCF users may include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service may further comprise:

[0039] after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing is request reception message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AGCF for the call between the user A and the user C; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AGCF; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user B;

[0040] the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user B sends a session inviting message to the AS; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed;

[0041] or, the AGCF user may include a user A, the non-AGCF users may include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service may further comprise:

[0042] the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases the terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing request message to the AS; the user B sends a session inviting message to the AS; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user C; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

[0044] A system of performing a communication transfer service for an access gateway control function user comprises: a communication transfer performing unit configured for the AGCF user to access to a PES via the AGCF, wherein the communication transfer service for the AGCF user is performed by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between the AGCF and an application server (AS) and by applying an AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

[0045] Wherein the communication transfer unit, in the case that the tight coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, may be further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the tight coupling mode; and

[0046] the AS triggers the AS main control mode, by sending a media modifying request message to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

[0047] Wherein the communication transfer unit, in the case that the tight coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, may be further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction in the tight coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS; and

[0048] the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform media negotiations in the end to end control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

[0049] Wherein the communication transfer unit, in the case that the loose coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, may be further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction in the loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS by sending a call changing request message to the AS;

[0050] the AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

[0051] Wherein the communication transfer unit, in the case that the loose coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, may be further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction in the loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS by sending a call changing request message to the AS; and

[0052] the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the end to end control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

[0053] According to the disclosure, after an AGCF user accesses to a PES via the AGCF, the communication transfer service for the AGCF user is performed by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the application server (AS) and applying the AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

[0054] With the disclosure, the traditional fixed network users can use the communication transfer service including communication transfer in a ringing state and communication
transfer in a conversation state normally, after accessing to the PES network via the AGCF. The use habit is also the same as that before accessing to the PES network. For the communication transfer service, two implementation modes between the AGCF and the AS, i.e., loose coupling and tight coupling, and two implementation modes between the AS and the non-AGCF users, i.e., end to end control and AS main control are provided in the disclosure, to perform the communication transfer service for the user belonging to the AGCF.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0055] FIG. 1 shows an implementation flow chart of embodiment 1 of the disclosure;
[0056] FIG. 2 shows the implementation flow chart of embodiment 2 of the disclosure;
[0057] FIG. 3 shows the implementation flow chart of embodiment 3 of the disclosure;
[0058] FIG. 4 shows the implementation flow chart of embodiment 4 of the disclosure;
[0059] FIG. 5 shows the implementation flow chart of embodiment 5 of the disclosure;
[0060] FIG. 6 shows the implementation flow chart of embodiment 6 of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0061] The basic concept of the disclosure is that: after an AGCF user access to the PES via the AGCF, the communication transfer service for the AGCF user is performed by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the application server (AS) and applying the AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

[0062] The technical solutions will be further described below in details with reference to drawings.

[0063] A method for performing a communication transfer service for an AGCF user comprises: after the AGCF user access to the PES via the AGCF, the communication transfer service for the AGCF user is performed by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the application server (AS) and applying the AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

[0064] Wherein, the end to end control mode refers to an end to end control mode for non-AGCF users. The end to end control mode is equivalent to a peer-to-peer control mode, while the AS main control mode is equivalent to a master-slave control mode.

[0065] Hereafter, the specific processing processes of performing the communication transfer service for the AGCF user will be described in scenarios formed by different combinations of the tight coupling mode, the loose coupling mode, the AS main control mode and the end to end control mode, respectively.

[0066] The first scenario is a scenario in which the tight coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied.

[0067] Herein, the performing the communication transfer service specifically comprises:

[0068] for the tight coupling mode applied between the AGCF and the AS, after an the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction in the tight coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS;

[0069] for the AS main control mode applied between the AS and non-AGCF users, the AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and implement a conversation between each other.

[0070] There are two cases for this scenario, which will be described respectively below.

[0071] In the first case, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

[0072] for the tight coupling mode applied between the AGCF and the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively;

[0073] for the AS main control mode applied between the AS and the non-AGCF users, after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

[0074] In the second case, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

[0075] for the tight coupling mode applied between the AGCF and the AS, after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases the terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively;

[0076] for the AS main control mode applied between the AS and the non-AGCF users, the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

[0077] The second scenario is a scenario in which the tight coupling mode and the end to end mode are applied.
Herein, the performing the communication transfer service specifically comprises:

for the tight coupling mode applied between the AGCF and the AS, after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the tight coupling mode; and

for the end to end control mode applied between the AS and the non-AGCF users, the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the end to end control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

There are two cases for this scenario, which will be described respectively below.

In the first case, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

for the tight coupling mode applied between the AGCF and the AS, after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and

for the end to end control mode applied between the AS and the non-AGCF users, the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user C sends a session inviting message to the user B; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

The second scenario is a scenario in which the loose coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied.

Herein, the performing the communication transfer service specifically comprises:

for the loose coupling mode applied, after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the loose coupling mode, by sending a call changing request message to the AS; and

for the AS main control mode, the AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

There are two cases for this scenario, which will be described respectively below.

In the first case, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

for the loose coupling mode applied, after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message is to the AS, the user A hooks on, AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call changing success message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user C; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user C; and

for the AS main control mode, the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

In the second case, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

for the tight coupling mode applied between the AGCF and the AS, after the AGCF user hooks on, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and

for the end to end control mode applied between the AS and the non-AGCF users, after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user B sends a session inviting message to the AS; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.
for the AS main control mode, after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying request message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

The fourth scenario is a scenario in which the loose coupling mode and the end to end control mode are applied.

Herein, the performing the communication transfer service specifically comprises:

for the loose coupling mode applied, after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the loose coupling mode, by sending a call changing request message to the AS; and

for the end to end control mode, the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the end to end control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

There are two cases for this scenario, which will be described respectively below.

In the first case, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

for the loose coupling mode applied, after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing request reception message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AGCF for the call between the user A and the user C; the AS sends a call changing success message to the AGCF; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user C; and

for the end to end control mode, the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

for the loose coupling mode applied, after the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases the terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing request reception message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user B sends a session initiating message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

The disclosure will be described below by way of examples.

Embody 1: a case for communication transfer in a ringing state and in the tight coupling and AS main control modes. As shown in FIG. 1, the implementation flow of the embodiment comprises the following steps:

S101: A conversation between the user A and the user B of the AGCF has been established according to the prior art.

Herein, the user B is not required to be an AGCF user, but may be a non-AGCF user. The descriptions of the user B involved in the following embodiments are the same as the above and will be omitted hereafter.

S102: The user A flashes the hook to send a NOTIFY message to the AGCF.

S103: The AGCF creates a new call for the flash-hook event of the user A, and initiates a call to the AS. The call is a session initiating message in the SIP, specifically.

S104: The AS sends a media modifying request message to the opposite end of the user A, namely the user B, sets a proper media status, and maintains the user B. The message is a RE-INVITE message in the SIP, specifically.

Hereafter, the AS may control the media server to play a dial tone for the user A, allowing the user A to input the number of the user C; or, the AS may reply to the AGCF with a failure response message for an incomplete number, allowing the AGCF to control the media server to play the dial tone for the user A, which allows the user A to input the number of the user C and to create a new call.

S105: The AS initiates a call to the user C, the call being an INVITE message in the SIP.

S106-S107: The user C replies to the user A through the AS with a ring response message which is a 18x message in the SIP. The user A will hear the ring-back tone or other prompt tones.

S108-S109: The user A hooks on and the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A.

S110-S111: The AGCF respectively sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, the message being a BYE message in the SIP; the AS will release an acknowledgement response message for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively, the message being a 200 OK message in SIP. Hereafter, the AS allows the user B to hear a ring-back tone or other prompt tones by way
of media negotiation and the like, according to its own logic and demands of different customers, and waits for an acknowledgement response from the user C.

[0122] S112: The user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the message being the 200 OK message in the SIP.

[0123] S113-S118: The user B and the user C perform a media negotiation under the control of the AS, and perform a conversation between each other.

[0124] Embodiment 2: a case for communication transfer in a conversation state in the end to end and tight coupling modes. As shown in FIG. 2, the implementation flow of the embodiment comprises the following steps:

[0125] S201: A conversation between the user A and the user B of the AGCF has been established according to the prior art.

[0126] S202: The user A flashes the hook to send a NOTIFY message to the AGCF.

[0127] S203: The AGCF creates a new call for the flashhook event of the user A, and initiates a call to the AS. The call is an INVITE message in the SIP, specifically.

[0128] S204: The AS sends a media modifying request message to the opposite end of the user A, namely the user B, sets a proper media status, and maintains the user B. The message is a RE-INVITE message in the SIP, specifically.

[0129] Hereafter, the AS may control the media server to play a dial tone for the user A, allowing the user A to input the number of the user C; or, the AS may reply to the AGCF with a failure response message for an incomplete number, allowing the AGCF to control the media server to play the dial tone for the user A, which allows the user A to input the number of the user C and to create a new call.

[0130] S205: The AS initiates a call to the user C, the call being an INVITE message in the SIP.

[0131] S206-S207: The user C hooks off (other temporary responses are ignored here) to send an acknowledgement response message to the AGCF through the AS, the message being a 200 OK message in the SIP. A conversation between the user A and the user C is performed.

[0132] S208-S209: The user A hooks on and the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A.

[0133] S210-S211: The AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively, the message being a BYE message in the SIP; the AS will release an acknowledgement response message for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively, the message being 200 OK message in SIP.

[0134] S212: The AS sends a call changing request message to the user B, the message being a REFER message in the SIP.

[0135] S213: The user B replies to the AS with a call changing request reception message, the message being a message of class 200 in the SIP, such as 202.

[0136] S214: The user B sends a call changing start message to the AS, the message being a NOTIFY message in the SIP, with a 100 trying instruction therein. The AS will reply to the user B with a 200 OK response, which is ignored in the flow chart.

[0137] S215-S216: The user B sends a session inviting message to the user C through the AS, the message being an INVITE message in the SIP.

[0138] S217-S218: The user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B through the AS, and a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed, the message being a 200 OK message in the SIP.

[0139] S219: Upon reception of an acknowledgement message of the acknowledgement response, the user C sends a message of releasing the conversation between the user A and the user C to the AS to release the conversation between the user A and the user C, the message being a BYE message in the SIP.

[0140] S220: Upon reception of the acknowledgement response message, the user B sends a call changing success message to the AS, the message, with a 200 OK instruction therein, being a NOTIFY message in the SIP.

[0141] S221: Upon reception of the call changing success message, the AS sends a call releasing request message to the user B for the conversation between the user A and the user B.

[0142] Embodiment 3: a case for communication transfer in a conversation state, in the loose coupling and AS main control modes. As shown in FIG. 3, the implementation is flow of the embodiment comprises the following steps:

[0143] S301: A conversation between the user A and the user B of the AGCF has been established according to the prior art.

[0144] S302: The user A flashes the hook to send a NOTIFY message to the AGCF.

[0145] S303-S304: AGCF maintains the opposite end of the user A, namely the user B through the AS, the message being a RE-INVITE message in the SIP. The response message 200 OK of RE-INVITE is ignored in the flow chart.

[0146] S305-S306: The AGCF plays a dial prompt tone for the user A, and the user A inputs the number of the user C.

[0147] S307-S308: The AGCF creates a new call for the user A and calls the user C through the AS, the call being an INVITE message in the SIP.

[0148] S309-S310: The user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the user A through the AS to perform a conversation between the user A and the user C, the message being a 200 OK message in the SIP. Before this, there may be some temporary response messages that are ignored herein.

[0149] S311-S312: The user A hooks on, and the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A.

[0150] S313: The AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS, the message being a REFER message in the SIP.

[0151] S314: The AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF, the message, with a 100 trying instruction therein, being a NOTIFY message in the SIP. The call changing request reception message with which the AS replies is a message of class 200 in the SIP, such as 202, which is ignored in the flow chart.

[0152] S315-S320: The AS imitates a media negotiation between the user B and the user C to perform a conversation between the user B and the user C.

[0153] S321: The AS notifies AGCF that communication transfer service is performed successfully with a message, which, with a 200 OK instruction therein, is a NOTIFY message in the SIP.

[0154] S322: The AS sends a BYE message to the AGCF for the call of the user A to the user C, and releases the conversation between the user A and the user C. The response message 200 OK with which the AGCF replies is ignored in the flow chart.
[0155] S323: The AGCF sends a BYE message to the AS for the call of the user A to the user B, and releases the conversation between the user A and the user B. The response message 200 OK with which the AS replies is ignored in the flow chart.

[0156] Embodiment 4: a case for communication transfer in a conversation state in the end to end control and loose coupling modes. As shown in FIG. 4, the implementation flow of the embodiment comprises the following steps:

[0157] S401: A conversation between the user A and the user B of the AGCF has been established according to the prior art.

[0158] S402: The user A flashes the hook to send a NOTIFY message to the AGCF.

[0159] S403-S404: The AGCF maintains the opposite end of the user A, namely the user B through the AS, the message being a RE-INVITE message in the SIP. The response message 200 OK of RE-INVITE is ignored in the flow chart.

[0160] S405-S406: The AGCF plays a dial prompt tone for the user A, and the user A inputs the number of the user C.

[0161] S407-S408: The AGCF creates a new call for the user A and calls the user C through the AS, the call being an INVITE message in the SIP.

[0162] S409-S410: The user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the user A through the AS to perform a conversation between the user A and the user C, the message being a 200 OK message in the SIP. Before this, there may be some temporary response messages that are ignored herein.

[0163] S411-S412: The user A hooks on, and the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A.

[0164] S413: The AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS, the message being a REFER message in the SIP.

[0165] S414: The AS sends a call changing request message to the user B, the message being a REFER message in the SIP.

[0166] S415-S416: The user B replies to the AGCF with a call changing request reception message through the AS. The message is a message of class 200, such as 202.

[0167] S417-S418: The user B sends a call changing start message to the AGCF through the AS, the message, with a 100 trying instruction therein, being a NOTIFY message in the SIP. The AGCF will reply to the user B with a 200 OK response through the AS, which is ignored in the flow chart.

[0168] S419-S420: The user B sends a session inviting message to the user C through the AS, the message being an INVITE message in the SIP.

[0169] S421-422: The user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B through AS, and a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed, the message being a 200 OK message in the SIP.

[0170] S423-S424: Upon reception of an acknowledgement message of the acknowledgement response, the user C sends a message of releasing the conversation between the user A and the user C to the AGCF through the AS to release the conversation between the user A and the user C, the message being a BYE message in the SIP.

[0171] S425-S426: Upon reception of the acknowledgement response message, the user B sends a call changing success message to the AGCF through the AS, the message being a NOTIFY message in the SIP, with a 200 OK instruction therein.

[0172] S427-S428: Upon reception of the call changing success message, the AGCF sends a call releasing request message to the user B through the AS for the conversation between the user A and the user B.

[0173] Embodiment 5: a case for communication transfer in a ringing state, in the loose coupling and AS main control modes. As shown in FIG. 5, the implementation flow of the embodiment comprises the following steps:

[0174] S501: A conversation between the user A and the user B of the AGCF has been established according to the prior art.

[0175] S502: The user A flashes the hook to send a NOTIFY message to the AGCF.

[0176] S503-S504: The AGCF maintains the opposite end of the user A, namely the user B through the AS, the message being a RE-INVITE message in the SIP. The response message 200 OK of RE-INVITE is ignored in the flow chart.

[0177] S505-S506: The AGCF plays a dial prompt tone for the user A, and the user A inputs the number of the user C.

[0178] S507-S508: The AGCF creates a new call for the user A and calls the user C through the AS, the call being an INVITE message in the SIP.

[0179] S509-S510: The user C replies to the user A through the AS with a ring response message, the message being a 18x message in the SIP. The user A will hear a ring-back tone or other prompt tones.

[0180] S511-S512: The user A hooks on and the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A.

[0181] S513: The user A hooks on, the AGCF sends a call releasing request message to the AS, the message being a REFER message in the SIP.

[0182] S514: The AS sends a call changing request reception message to the AGCF, the message being a message of class 200 in the SIP, such as 202. Hereafter, the AS allows the user B to hear a ring-back tone or other prompt tones by way of media negotiations according to its own logic and demands of different customers, and waits for an acknowledgement response from the user C.

[0183] S515: The user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the message being 200 OK message in the SIP.

[0184] S516: The AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF, the message, with a 100 trying instruction therein, being a NOTIFY message in the SIP.

[0185] S517-S522: The AS imitates a media negotiation between the user B and the user C, such that a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

[0186] S523: The AGCF that communication transfer service is performed successfully with a message, which, with a 200 OK instruction therein, is a NOTIFY message in the SIP.

[0187] S524: The AS sends a BYE message to the AGCF for the call of the user A to the user C, to release the conversation between the user A and the user B. The response message 200 OK with which the AGCF replies is ignored in the flow chart.

[0188] S525: The AGCF sends a BYE message to the AS for the call of the user A to the user C, to release the conversation between the user A and the user C. The response message 200 OK with which the AS replies is ignored in the flow chart.

[0189] Embodiment 6: a case for communication transfer in a ringing state and in the end to end control and loose
coupling modes. As shown in FIG. 6, the implementation flow of the embodiment comprises the following steps:

S601: A conversation between the user A and the user B of the AGCF has been established according to the prior art.

S602: The user A flashes the hook to send a NOTIFY message to the AGCF.

S603-S604: The AGCF maintains the opposite end of the user A, namely the user B through the AS, the message being a RE-INVITE message in the SIP. The response message 200 OK of RE-INVITE is ignored in the flow chart.

S605-S606: The AGCF plays a dial prompt tone for the user A, and the user A inputs the number of the user C.

S607-S608: The AGCF creates a new call for the user A and calls the user C through the AS, the call being an INVITE message in the SIP.

S609-S610: The user C replies to the user A through the AS with a ring response message, the message being a 180 message in the SIP. The user A will hear a ring-back tone or other prompt tone.

S611-S612: The user A hooks on, and the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A.

S613: The user A hooks on, and the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS, the message being a REFER message in the SIP.

S614: The AS sends a call changing request reception message to the AGCF, the message being a message of class 200 in the SIP, such as 202. Hereafter, the AS allows the user B to hear a ring-back tone or other prompt tones by way of media negotiation and the like, according to its own logic and demands of different customers, and waits for an acknowledgement response from the user C.

S615: The user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the message being a 200 OK message in the SIP.

S616: The AS sends a call changing request message to the user B, the message being a REFER message in the SIP.

S617: The user B replies to the AS with a call changing request reception message. The message is a message of class 200 in the SIP, such as 202.

S618-S619: The user B sends a call changing start message to the AS, the message, with a 100 trying instruction therein, being a NOTIFY message in the SIP. The AGCF will reply to the user B through the AS with a 200 OK response, which is ignored in the flow chart.

S620-S621: The user B sends a session inviting message to the user C through the AS, the message being an INVITE message in the SIP.

S622-S623: The user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B through the AS, such that a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed, the message being a 200 OK message in the SIP.

S624-S625: Upon reception of an acknowledgement message of the acknowledgement response, the user C sends a message of releasing the conversation between the user A and the user C to the AGCF through the AS to release the conversation between the user A and the user C, the message being a BYE message in the SIP.

S626-S627: Upon reception of the acknowledgement response message, the user B sends a call changing success message to the AGCF through the AS, the message, with a 200 OK instruction therein, being a NOTIFY message in the SIP.

S628-S629: Upon reception of the call changing success message, the AGCF sends a call releasing request message to the user B through the AS for the conversation between the user A and the user B.

S630: It should be noted that above contents are just descriptions of principles of the disclosure, and thus,

S631: I) flows in the embodiments are just exemplary flows;

S632: II) the network elements, i.e., the AGCF and the AS, and messages therebetween in the embodiments are mainly provided to clearly express the concept of performing the communication transfer service for the AGCF user. In specific implementations, the disclosure is not limited to these network elements and messages;

S633: III) abnormal flows or situations occurring in the various flows, sequence of some messages and specific implementations within the network elements are not limited specifically, if possible;

S634: IV) the embodiments of the disclosure provide two implementation forms, end to end and controlling by the AS, but other implementation ways should not be excluded; and

S635: V) although descriptions of precondition, transcoding, P-early-media and early session that may be involved for call are not provided in the embodiments of the disclosure, these aspects should be considered in actual applications.

S636: Herein, it should be noted that AGCF user mentioned in the text for many times means a user belonging to the AGCF, namely a service user of communication transfer, while the involved non-AGCF user means a non-service user of communication transfer, the non-AGCF user is not required to be a user belonging to the AGCF, of course, the non-AGCF users may be users belonging to the AGCF, or any user in the PES network.

S637: A system for performing a communication transfer service for an AGCF user comprises a communication transfer performing unit configured to access to a PES through the AGCF by an AGCF user, wherein a tight/loose coupling is employed between the AGCF and an AS, and communication transfer service for AGCF users is performed between the AS and a non-AGCF user in the AS main control mode/end to end control mode.

S638: Herein, the specific implementations of the communication transfer performing unit are different in different scenarios, which will be described below respectively.

S639: The first specific implementation: in a scenario in which the tight coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, the communication transfer unit is further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction in the tight coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS. The AS triggers the AS main control mode, by sending a media modifying request message to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

S640: Second specific implementation: in a scenario in which the tight coupling mode and the end-to-end control mode are applied, the communication transfer unit is further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the con-
versions between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction in the tight coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS. The AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform media negotiation in the end to end control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

[0219] Third specific implementation: in a scenario in which the loose coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, the communication transfer unit is further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction in the loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS by sending a call changing request message to the AS. The AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

[0220] Fourth specific implementation: in a scenario in which the loose coupling mode and the end to end control mode are applied, the communication transfer unit is further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction in the loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS by sending a call changing request message to the AS. The AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the end to end control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

[0221] Above contents are just preferred embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the protection scope of the disclosure.

1. A method of performing a communication transfer service for an access gateway control function (AGCF) user, comprising: after the AGCF user accesses to a public Switched Telephone Network/Integrated Services Digital Network Emulation Subsystem (PSTN/ISDN Emulation Subsystem (PESI)), performing the communication transfer service for the AGCF user, by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between an AGCF and an application server (AS) and by applying an AS main control/end to end control mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the performing the communication transfer service by applying the tight coupling mode and by applying the AS main control mode comprises:

   after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the tight coupling mode; and

   the AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users, who perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and a conversation between each other.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the AGCF user includes a user A and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

   the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively;

   after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying request message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed;

   or, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

   after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases the terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the performing the communication transfer service by applying the tight coupling mode and by applying the end to end control mode comprises:

   after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the tight coupling mode; and

   the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users, who perform a media negotiation in the end to end control mode and a conversation between each other.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

   after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and
the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user B sends a session inviting message to the AS; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed;

or, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and the AS sends a release response message to the AGCF for the conversations between the user A and the user B as well as between the user A and the user C, respectively; and

after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user B sends a session inviting message to the AS; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgement response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgement response message to the user A; and the user C performs.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the performing the communication transfer service by applying the loose coupling mode and applying the end to end mode comprises:

after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the loose coupling mode, by sending a call changing request message to the AS; and

the AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users, who perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and a conversation between each other.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a conversation state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases a terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing request reception message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF for the call between the user A and the user C; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user B; and

the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying response message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed;

or, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:

the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases the terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing request reception message to the AGCF for the call between the user A and the user C; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user B; after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgement response message to the AS, the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a media modifying response message to the AS; the AS sends a media modifying request message to the user C; the user C sends a call changing request message to the AS; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed;
Acknowledgment response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed;
or, the AGCF user includes a user A, and the non-AGCF users include a user B and a user C; in the case of communication transfer in a ringing state, the performing the communication transfer service further comprises:
the user A hooks on, the AGCF releases the terminal of the user A; the AGCF sends a call changing request message to the AS; the AS sends a call changing request reception message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call changing start message to the AGCF; the AS sends a call releasing message to the AGCF for the call between the user A and the user C; the AS sends a call changing success message to the AGCF; the AGCF sends a call releasing message to the AS for the call between the user A and the user B; after the user C hooks off to send an acknowledgment response message to the AS, the AS sends a call changing request message to the user B; the user B sends a call changing request reception message to the AS; the user B sends a call changing start message to the AS; the user B sends a session inviting message to the AS; the AS sends a session inviting message to the user C; the user C sends an acknowledgment response message to the AS; the AS sends an acknowledgment response message to the user B; a conversation between the user B and the user C is performed.
10. A system for performing a communication transfer service for an access gateway control function user, comprising: a communication transfer performing unit configured for the AGCF user to access to a PES though the AGCF, wherein the communication transfer service for the AGCF user is performed by applying a tight/loose coupling mode between the AGCF and an application server (AS) and by applying an AS main control mode and control end mode between the AS and non-AGCF users.

11. The system according to claim 10, wherein the communication transfer unit, in the case that the tight coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, is further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction between the AGCF and the AS in the tight coupling mode; and

the AS triggers the AS main control mode, by sending a media modifying request message to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

12. The system according to claim 10, wherein the communication transfer unit, in the case that the tight coupling mode and the end to end control mode are applied, is further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF sends call releasing messages to the AS for the conversations between the AGCF user and the non-AGCF users, and triggers an interaction in the tight coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS; and

the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform media negotiations in the end to end control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

13. The system according to claim 10, wherein the communication transfer unit, in the case that the loose coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, is further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction in the loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS by sending a call changing request message to the AS;

the AS triggers the AS main control mode by sending media modifying request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the AS main control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

14. The system according to claim 10, wherein the communication transfer unit, in the case that the loose coupling mode and the AS main control mode are applied, is further configured to such that after the AGCF user hooks on, the AGCF triggers an interaction in the loose coupling mode between the AGCF and the AS by sending a call changing request message to the AS; and

the AS triggers the end to end control mode by sending call changing request messages to the non-AGCF users; the non-AGCF users perform a media negotiation in the end to end control mode and perform a conversation between each other.

* * * * *